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ABSTRACT
Constraint satisfaction is a powerful approach to solving a wide class of problems. However, as many non-experts have difficulties formulating tasks as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), we have built a number of interfaces for particular kinds of CSPs, including crypt-arithmetic problems, map-colouring problems, and scheduling tasks, which ask highly focused questions of the user, c.f., the earlier MOLE, MORE, and SALT knowledge acquisition systems. Information from each of these interfaces is then transformed initially into a structured format which is semantic web compliant and is secondly transformed into the format required by the generic constraint satisfaction problem solver. When this problem solver is run, the user is either provided with solution(s) or feedback that the problem is underspecified (when many solutions are feasible) or over-specified (when no solution is possible). The system has 3 distinct phases, namely; information capture, transformation of the information to that used by a standard problem solver, and thirdly the solving and user feedback phase.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User centered design; D.3.2 [Language Constructs and Features]: Constraints

General Terms
Constraint Satisfaction Programming, User Modelling, Ontologies

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Constraint Satisfaction constitutes a powerful approach to problem solving, and over the last two decades a range of tools have been implemented [5, 9]. However, there are distinct skills involved in formulating tasks as CSP problems, the so called modelling problem. The format required by the solvers is deceptively simple: one has to specify a set of relevant variables, their domain values, and constraints between the variables. However the modelling process is still seen as challenging because the problem is often specified in a verbal form (e.g. as brain teasers), and it is the modeller’s task to decide the relevant variables, the ranges associated with each variable, and most challengingly the constraints (relationships) which exist between the variables [10].

This paper addresses the modelling problem mentioned early by implementing a series of interfaces which ask for specific information about particular types of CSPs, e.g. map-colouring, cryptarithmetic problems and scheduling. This information is then transformed into representational schema currently used on the web, namely an OWL 1 ontology (for the domain knowledge) and CIF/SWRL 2 rules for the constraints. As we shall see this is further transformed into the representation required by a generic constraint satisfaction solver.

One of the aims of this project is to produce a UI which corresponds to each of the types of CSPs (see section 4.2 for details). We then plan to produce a more generic UI which will handle a number of different CSP task types.

The overall architecture of the system implemented has 3 components. The role of the first is to CAPTURE information about a particular task, the second is to transform that information / knowledge into a form which a generic Constraint Problem Solver can use, and the third solves the task and reports the results to the user. We made a conscious decision to use OWL and SWRL as representational formalisms, as then it is, in principle, possible to augment the information created in the interfaces by other knowledge sources available on the web.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to CSPs; Section 3 gives a conceptual overview of the 3-staged system implemented; Section 4 discusses a classification of CSPs and describes Knowledge Acquisition (KA) interfaces built for some of these types/classes; Section 6 describes the implementation of a CSP solver; Section 7 outlines future work and describes some related work.

2. FORMULATING TASKS AS CSPS

CSPs have 3 aspects, namely (i) variables which are associated with (ii) domains (i.e. ranges of values) and (iii) the actual constraint expressions. Below we give examples of all 3 components:

\[ a \mapsto D_1\{0..5\}, b \mapsto D_2\{0..5\}, c \mapsto D_3\{0..5\} \]

The above states that the variables \( a, b \) and \( c \) can be assigned any of the corresponding values given in the domains \( D_1, D_2, D_3 \) respectively. The following constraints, C1 and C2, restrict the possible assignments that the variables can take simultaneously.

\[ C_1: a-b > c, C_2: a+c < b \]

Given these constraints, the assignments of possible values are now restricted to:

\[ a \mapsto D_1\{2..5\}, b \mapsto D_2\{1..4\}, c \mapsto D_3\{0..1\} \]

In general, a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is the process of satisfying a given set of statements by restricting the assignments of a given set of variables. More formally, we can define a set of variables \( V_1...V_n \), each of which has a non-empty domain \( D_1...D_n \) of values. A constraint is a restriction on the values that a subset of the variables can simultaneously take. For the purposes of definition, the set of constraints can be represented as \( C_1...C_m \), where each constraint \( C_j \) is a pair \( (J_j, P_j) \), \( J_j \) being an ordered subset of \( V_1...V_n \), and \( P_j \) being a subset of \( D_1...D_n \). Therefore, a solution to a CSP is an assignment \( V_n \mapsto D_n \) where every constraint \( C_1...C_m \) is satisfied. For a more in-depth discussion of CSPs, see [10] or [11].

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Previous projects in constraint modelling (see section 7) have focused on creating new meta-languages for specifying problems [5] or have required the user to model the CSP task using an existing representation formalism e.g. UML and OCL [9]. Here we are focusing on classifying the types of CSP problems which exist, with a view to creating an interface for each type to enable the non-CSP specialist to communicate the essence of their task. For some CSP tasks it is clear the nature of the interface required, e.g. Map–colouring problems or Cryptarithmetic problems (of the form SEND + MORE = MONEY) whereas the differences between Scheduling / Configuration / Assignment / Constraints / Positioning are in general much more subtle, and will need some further analysis before helpful distinctions can be made. (In fact, as noted in section 4.2, the Cryptarithmetic and Map–colouring tasks are both members of the Assignment class).

The general inspiration for this approach is the Knowledge Acquisition (KA) work done in the early 80’s when several groups realised that KA could be made more focused if one acquires knowledge for a particular purpose. The MOLE [3] and MORE [6] systems, for instance, acquired knowledge which would support only classification/diagnosis and thus only needed to capture the several diagnostic classes and the corresponding diagnostic rules. Similarly, the SALT KA system [7] was designed to acquire knowledge to support the propose–and–revise algorithm and so elicited 3 types of knowledge/information from the domain expert namely:

- Procedural knowledge to specify how an existing entity (such as a motor) could be enhanced/changed
- Constraints to specify relationships which must or must not hold between variables
- Fixes: what to do if a particular constraint is violated.

So the argument then is that a KA interface will be implemented for each of the classes of CSPs which will ask relevant focused questions. (We will address later the taxing question of how a non-CSP expert can choose the relevant KA interface for a particular problem they wish to solve.) In fact as figure 1 shows, we have conceptualised the task of formulating and solving CSP as three phases:

- CAPTURING the essence of the task (outlined above & discussed in section 4)
- TRANSFORMING the task from the information collected from each interface to a common formalism. In fact, we have chosen SWRL and OWL, emerging WWW standards, so that the information acquired can, in principle, be enhanced by other Web based Knowledge Sources.
- SOLVING & Providing User Feedback. The final phase attempts to solve the task and either provides the user with a result or information which indicates that the task is over (or under) specified.

4. CAPTURING USER INFORMATION

4.1 Model Generation vs. Model Selection

Systems such as a CONJURE [5] provide the non-CSP expert with a high-level language in which to formulate the task s/he wishes to solve. This approach has the advantage of allowing a wide range of problems to be specified (in principle) but the disadvantage that it gives the user little guidance. We refer to this as the Model Generation approach.
By contrast we refer to the approach being followed here as the model selection approach. Conceptually, at least we can think of this approach as providing the user with a series of templates (one corresponding to each of the CSP classes or perhaps subclasses). Each template has a number of slots which the user has to complete. If a user is able to provide a consistent set of responses to all the slots associated with a template, then we shall say that this task corresponds to that CSP class (e.g. Assignment). In practice we believe that this part of the system will be implemented as a series of “linked templates”, so that at any stage of the specification of a task, it will be possible to specify:

- Which classes have been ruled out (because certain information is not available)
- Which classes are currently completely satisfied (could be null)
- Which information is needed, to satisfy the remaining possible classes

4.2 Classes of CSP tasks
As mentioned in section 3, we are interested in describing the number of CSPs in sufficient detail, so that we can identify distinctive classes and sub-classes. Miguel et. al, in their work with ESSENCE and CONJURE, have introduced a classification and suggest the following definitions:

- Scheduling - characterised by assigning start times to a series of tasks that have to be performed by some deadline with the possibility of precedence constraints between them (e.g. process A must be completed before process B can start).
- Configuration - where the problem involves assigning a unique value to a variable according to constraints between the values and their variables.
- Assignment - similar to configuration problems, but the assignment of values to variables is not a one-to-one relationship. Subsets of this class include permutation and partitioning problems.
- Construction - the object is to construct a set of variables according to a goal (such as maximising the values assigned to the set of variables). Constraints here can be on the membership of this set, and on the position of the variable in that set.
- Positioning - involve arranging objects according to spatial/geometric constraints. Typically all objects must lie within a boundary and objects are not permitted to overlap (where these restrictions are specified as a series of constraints).

Generally, we can classify each problem type by the relationship between the Variables (described as Objects by Miguel) and Assigned Domain Values (defined as Labels). For instance, in permutation problems each label is used only once.
(effectively saying that the values assigned to a set of variables must all be different), whereas with partitioning problems the actual assignment of the label value is unimportant, but what is important are the groups of variables which have the same values.

To this end, we have attempted to create an ontology to model \( \text{Variable} \mapsto \text{Domain} \) pairs and describe the relationships which hold between them for the various classes (described in section 5.2). We then attempt (through the various interfaces) to instantiate this ontology with information relating to a particular task.

### 4.3 Implemented KA interfaces

In previous sections we discussed in some detail a classification for CSPs. Here we outline two Interfaces we have recently developed, namely:

- A Mapping task (a subset of the assignment class)
- A Cryptarithmetic Problem (a particular kind of assignment task)

A screen shot for the Mapping interface is given in Figure 2. The map colouring task specifies a number of physical areas (e.g. countries, counties, areas of a town) and specifies that adjacent areas should have different colours. So the task involves specifying the set of colours available, and the adjacency relationships between the several areas. A solution to the problem is one where all the adjacent areas have different colours. So for example if the objects to be assigned a colour are the 4 counties of the SouthWest of England, namely: Cornwall, Devon, Somerset & Dorset, and the relationships between the 4 objects are as given in the left hand diagram in figure 3, and the 3 colours to be assigned are white, grey & black, then the right hand figure would be an acceptable solution. The UI in figure 2 used to collect information about the task, initially asks the user to provide the names of the 4 objects (top left hand corner), then the user is asked to indicate the spatial relationships between the objects (this is done in the window called Positions), at which point the system allows the user to revise the relationships provided until they are happy with the resulting model. Finally, the system asks the user for the available colours, and then the complete task is passed to the problem solver.

Cryptarithmetic problems are of the form:

\[
\text{CROSS} + \text{ROADS} = \text{DANGER}
\]

Where one is told that each of the letters is in the range \( 0 \ldots 9 \), each letter has a distinct value, and \( D \neq 0 \). So it is usual to formulate the problem as a series of variables (in the case of this task: \( C, R, O, S, A, D, N, G \)). Note in this case the 2 entities are to be added to give the result \( \text{DANGER} \). In formulating the main constraint for this problem we need to remember the significance/semantics of a column in an arithmetic task. The right hand column consists of units, the adjacent column represents units of 10s, and the next column represents 100s, etc. Bearing this in mind the main constraint can be expressed as:

\[
10000^C + 1000^R + 100^O + 10^A + 1^D + 1^S + 1^S = 10000^D + 1000^A + 100^N + 10^G + 1^E + 1^R
\]

or as:

\[
10000^C + 1000^R + 100^O + 10^A + 1^S + 1^S = 10000^D + 1000^A + 100^N + 10^G + 1^E + 1^R
\]

Using some simple knowledge of arithmetic enables one to formulate several additional constraints which will help further reduce the size of the resulting search space. Because the result (\( \text{DANGER} \)) has a figure in the 100000 column this implies that both \( C \) & \( R \) in the 10000 column can not be 0. This information is formulated as two further constraints:

\[
C > 0, \quad R > 0
\]

If we have a powerful constraint specification language, we could formulate a further constraint. Namely that \( R \) must be even. This can be deduced as the first column (into which no carries are possible) has 2 \( S \)'s, and so \( R \) must be even including 0 (as the \( S \)'s could both be 5 this would mean that \( R \) would then be 0 and a carry would be propagated into the next column).

Section 7 details planned user studies and how we expect to develop more generalised interfaces for user advice on additional information they will need to add to make tasks fit particular classifications.

### 5. TRANSFORMATION: OWL & CIF/SWRL

For our implementation, we have followed the 3 phases of the design (Capturing, Transforming, Solving) described in...
To this end, our architecture is split into three distinct sections (driven also by the design decision to deploy the solver as an openly available web service).

While we have discussed the ideas behind the KA Interfaces in section 4, here we discuss the representation of the constraints using CIF/SWRL [8], a SWRL extension, plus the design of the ontology for variable and domain elements.

### 5.1 CIF/SWRL Constraint Representation

SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) is currently the leading proposal for representing the Semantic Web Logic layer. While essentially a rule language, quantified constraints are also easily representable using such constructs. CIF/SWRL (Constraint Interchange Format) models this using the implication structure from SWRL, with the addition of nested quantifiers.

As an example, we will represent the constraints $a-b>c$ and $a \cdot c<b$ from section 2 in the SWRL syntax:

```swrl
implies(
    quantifiers(
        forall(i-variable(aVar) variable)
        forall(i-variable(bVar) variable)
        forall(i-variable(cVar) variable)
    )
    Antecedent(true)
    Consequent( 
        hasName(aVar, A)
        hasName(bVar, B)
        hasName(cVar, C)
        hasType(aVar, integer)
        hasType(bVar, integer)
        hasType(cVar, integer)
        aVar - bVar > cVar
        aVar * cVar < bVar
    )
)
```

As our representation is in First Order Logic, we need to first define quantifiers on the variables. As these variables do not specify quantifiers, the default universal quantifier is applied; in CIF/SWRL this is expressed as the `forall` construct. The format of a statement in CIF/SWRL is of the form `Antecedent⇒Consequent`. For all constraints, we define the antecedent to be (trivially) true, and the several constraints are thus expressed in the consequent of the rule. We also require that the identity of the variables and their type information are also declared, so that this information can be linked to corresponding entities in the ontology (section 5.2). To express the actual constraints, we use SWRL’s inbuilt mathematical and comparison operators.

### 5.2 Domain and Variable Information in OWL

Variable and domain information is represented using OWL. We have modelled this as a collection of Domain⇒Variable relationships, as most of the information on the actual constraints is contained in the CIF/SWRL rules.

Figure 4 shows our ontology design. We have a CSP object, containing one or more `variable` objects that can be of type `integer` or `string`. Each `variable` contains a `hasDomain` relationship to a domain object, which contains domain information, showing the range of the variable as continuous, or as individual elements. In the CSP object, we have defined some extra information pertinent to the specified CSP problem (such as the `hasAllDifferent` property and a `solutionType` property (which define the
Figure 6: A first Order Logic representation of the “The Brit lives in a red house” Einstein constraint

\[
(\forall l,p,q) \text{ link}(l) \land \text{links}(l,p) \\
\land \text{has_name}(p,”owner”) \land \\
\text{satisfiedStringValue}(p,”Brit”) \land \\
\text{links}(l,q) \land \text{has_name}(q,”house”) \rightarrow \\
\text{satisfiedStringValue}(q,”red”)
\]

In particular, we wish (in the future), to utilise the explanation-based constraint solving (e-CP) mechanism in this solver for modelling our “repair and remodel” concept (see Future Work section 7).

For scheduling we do not use the generic CSP solver, as we have found the scheduling problems to be distinct from the others classes (because of the temporal relations involved). The scheduling algorithm is constructed using the Java Constraint Library (JCL)9, and had been used in the CONOISE10 project for managing agent commitments [2]. It is based on a cumulative scheduling algorithm, although it uses the soft constraints extension from the JCL to manage and assign priorities to the scheduled tasks, allowing one to find subsets of satisfiable tasks on over-constrained problems.

7. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A number of projects have looked at the problem of CSP modelling. An approach taken by [5] is to provide a high-level language, ESSENCE, for specifying CSP problems. This language is then translated into a CSP by a system, CONJURE, that refines the specification. Renker [9] uses UML and OCL to provide a modelling framework for constraints. Alternative approaches include Fish et. al [1] who look at diagrammatic modelling of constraints using “spider diagrams”, a formalisation based on Venn diagrams.

We plan to evaluate the web-based KA interfaces for the cryptarithmetic and mapping problems. We will compare the numbers of tasks formulated and the average time taken by two groups namely one doing the task using pen-and-paper and the other using the CSP interfaces. We will also administer a questionnaire about how the interfaces could be enhanced. A further aim of our future work is to implement a KA interface for each of the CSP types identified in section 4.2, and then to link them so as to reduce the number of questions that a user needs to answer. Earlier, in section 3, we said we would have to address the taxing problem of how a user decides which type of problems they want to solve and hence which interface to use. The interface design outlined in section 4.1, where the user is presented with a series of linked “templates”, finesses that issue to some extent. However, we will wish, both by observation of users and questionnaires, to assess how successful this design has been. Further, although we have described systematically the various CSP tasks, we expect, as we continue to use the interfaces with actual tasks, that these descriptions will become refined.

Another major issue we wish to explore is that of providing user feedback on problems to help with remodelling and repair. When a user specifies a set of constraints on a problem, there may be no solution returned for that set as the problem is over-constrained. In such circumstances, constraint relaxation [4] techniques aim to partially solve a given problem.
by maximizing the number of constraints applied. Alternatively, we may find a problem under-defined (i.e. there are a vast number of possible valid solutions) where we may wish to elicit more information from the user to constrain the problem further.

Our CSP implementation is based on a simple generalised finite domain solver, so we are not able to solve the range of problems that a language such as ESSENCE can support. While it is not our intention to do this, we do wish to classify the subset of problems which can be solved as well as explore the representation of CSPs using existing semantic web technology. As discussed earlier in the paper, there were several motivations for using a semantic-web compliant representation for the CSP. The principal issues still to be investigated, is whether it is possible to exploit the fact that the intermediary representation of the CSPs is OWL and CIF/SWRL, by enhancing the initial user-provided information about a task with relevant information available from the semantic web [12].

In this paper, we have described a set of user interfaces to aid in the formulation of tasks as CSPs. We have described our representation of the CSPs using semantic web technology, namely OWL for variable and domain representation and CIF/SWRL for representing constraints. We have also described the flow of information, from the KA interfaces, to a semantic web representation and finally to the native constraint solving language.
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